Kings Park / Torbrex Sprint 15.08.2018
Routechoice Analysis
At the end of the course people completed a routechoice form. They either ticked a box for
one of the routechoices shown below which they took or were very close to or ticked 'other'
indicating they took a route not shown.
Long: 14 people completed the routechoice form
Short: 6 people (missing controls 4-10 from long)
Routehoices can also be found http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/courseplanning.php?
coursewithmap=81553b15fc851189e6e007692df00787
Routechoices done with http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/courseplanning.php
A table showing which routes people took can be found separately.
Summary
There were 2 main things that came out of the analysis of this sprint.
1) Vegetation. Unlike many sprints there was some legs which involved assessing
vegetation. It is impossible to say exactly how slow/thick/visibility will be. You have
to balance this uncertainty with more certain routechoices (you know what
tarmac/asphalt will be like!).
2) Contactless punching. It can be tempting to chose a route where you can 'run
through' the control as you don't need to stop and punch with contactless punching.
This should really only be a option when there is no other way to determine which
route is faster/better. Contactless punching saves no more than 2 seconds per
punch (when stopping and running back the same way you ran into the control) –
could you tell the difference between 2 routes that were only 2 seconds different in
time?
If you have any questions you can can contact me (Chris Smithard) at
developmentofficer@fvo.org.uk
1
Shortest: B
Quickest: B?
'B' is certainly the shortest and probably the
quickest. It has slightly more uncertainty
though as the mid green might be difficult to
get through.
'A' provides a clear route in from the path
(use the buildings on the opposite side),
plus you should be able to see boulder as
soon as you enter trees.
I took A when I pre ran the course as
although it is slightly longer it is certainly
easier to execute with less unknowns which
is important, especially on the first control.
A: 35%(took this route) B:65%

2
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
Some people went straight back up to the
path.
A: 85% O:15%

3
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
Right (west) was certainly best from the
control. Some of those who took 'B' just
didn't spot the alleyways 'A' used into
control.
A: 75% Other:25%

4
Shortest: B
Quickest: B
'A' and 'B' don't look much different when
you first look at the map but 'B' lets you run
diagonally across the dead end road saving
enough metres to be worthwhile. This more
than makes up for the tight cornering to get
into the alley where 'A' and 'B' separate.
A: 36% B:50 C:14
5
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
A: 100%

6
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
A:100%

7
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
At first glance it didn't seem much in it but
even with 'contactless' punching the
difference in distance means turning round
to run 'A' is worthwhile.
A: 71% B:29

8
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
Again turning round at 7 is best. Here
determining the shortest route is simply
about seeing that the area to the left (south)
of the line is smaller than the area to the
right.
A:71% B:29
9
Shortest: B
Quickest: A/B
Tricky to decide which route is shortest
when you're out there and tricky to decide
which is fastest (even afterwards!).
'A' allows you to run through the control
which for me I say is worth about 10 metres
(at my running speed). But I only take that
into account when I can't pick between
which route is shortest or prefer for some
other reason. In this instance I took 'A' as I
thought it was shorter...

'B' has the advantage of being on the best
route from 9-10 so you could look at the
main 'decision' point on this leg and almost
see where 10 is.
A: 64% B:36
10
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
The difference in distance between 'A' and
'B' is surprising but the give away to why it
the shape of the block of trees before the
control.
A:79% B:21

11
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
Here the routehoice isn't so tricky, executing
it is more demanding. The open area is the
most distinctive feature in the circle and
once you find this the boulder should be
fairly straightforward.
A:60% B:40%
12
Shortest: A
Quickest:A
Most people spotted the best routechoice.
Here the distance you run away from 11
without getting closer to 12 on 'B' is what
you need to spot.
A: 90% B:10%

13
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
A: 80% B:20

14
Shortest: A
Quickest: A
Taking 'C' was certainly simpler to execute
but at 120m further it was slower.
The start of 'A/B' is slightly trickier but once
you hit the roads in is fairly straightforward
allowing time to look ahead at the
longest/trickiest route of the course!
The best way to spot the alley leading into
14 was to use the buildings on the opposite
side of the road as they are more distinctive.
A:80% B:0 C:20%
15
Shortest: D
Quickest: B/D
'D' is certainly the shortest but is it fastest?
'D' has more climb, harder to execute and
involves small path running
'A/B' on the the other hand is much simpler
has less climb, more tarmac (=faster!) and
due to the simpler nature means you can
look ahead at the next control.
I took 'A' but in hindsight I'd take 'B'. I think
'B' and 'D' are very similar time wise (given
above points) but as the section after 15 is
trickier 'B' allows planning ahead and will
therefore probably mean I can run the next
control or two harder so therefore faster.
A:20% B:20 C:0 D: 60

16
Shortest: A
Quickest:A

A: 100%

17
Shortest: A
Quickest:A/B
Though as 'A' passes through a car park it
is unlikely you run run the best line.
A: 75% B:25

18
Shortest: C
Quickest:?
Firstly I'm impressed so many people took
C – when I ran past it it looked far to steep
and green to be passable / quick to get
through!
There were many possible routes and
without better analysis it is hard to say
which was fastest, especially as executing
your choice wasn't straightforward either so
comparing splits may not give a true
indication without more information.
'A' gives the route with the highest degree of
certainty as it doesn't rely on exactly what
the vegetation will be like.
Having heard what vegetation was like in
certain places I think 'D' or 'E' may have
given the fastest relative times on the day.
A: 40% B:5 C: 25 D:15 E:5 Other:10

19
Shortest: A
Quickest:A/B
'A' again gives more uncertainty with what
the undergrowth will be like. Maybe if you
are starting late in the event then you can
be slightly more confident others will have
beaten a path that way!
A: 55% B:35 O:10
F
Shortest: A/B
Quickest:A/B
A: 70% B:25 O:5

Chris Smithard 16.8.18

